
App

1. Adjective

2. Country

3. Adjective

4. Emotionfeeling

5. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

6. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

7. Noun - Plural

8. Verb - Past Tense

9. Adverb

10. Adjective

11. Differentcountry

12. Possessive Noun

13. Adjective

14. Adjective

15. Proper Noun

16. Verb - Past Tense

17. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

18. Noun

19. Hobby

20. Noun

21. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

22. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

23. Mode Of Transportation
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24. Mode Of Transportation

25. Noun - Plural

26. Character

27. Noun

28. Noun

29. Noun - Plural



App

History:

Early years:

It was pretty Adjective he lived in Different part of Country and slowly moved to where lived.

He didn't talk or see and avoided people. Sense he didn't like them and did pretty okay til his middle school

years. Where hormones and people start to get real Adjective to each other. He got beat up and got

EmotionFeeling at the people around him, Slowly learning how to defend himself he meet Monster. And

hanged around with him Verb - Present ends in ING and Verb - Present ends in ING til the high school years.

Where they drifted apart here and there due to Noun - Plural then got back together. Repeat Last Verb - 

Present ends in ING and Repeat Last Verb - Present ends in ING til they Verb - Past Tense which was Adverb

Adjective til he had to move to DifferentCountry from his possessive noun company.

Adjective an Adjective they split up and couldn't keep talking due to monsters home situation.

Soon as he got to college for his dream of being in the Proper Noun he found monster again with his

dream for the Repeat Last Proper Noun . Laughing and talking they Verb - Past Tense and did what they used to

do before monster got pulled over seas. Verb - Present ends in ING he slowly moved away from the Repeat Last

Proper Noun realizing its not his thing. So he switched over to Noun work and focus on

hobby and making the Noun he wanted to have as a kid. Verb - Present ends in ING he takes

the high school name they had for the Repeat Last Noun and reuses it here. Absolutely adoring the title and

relation he can make.



Middle:

After a long while of staying where he was he gets a text from Monster. Verb - Present ends in ING he talks

with him having not seen him in years. So when he offered to visit he jumped onto a Mode of Transportation

or Mode of Transportation and went. Arriving after a few hours and chilling with monster he slowly moved

into happy-tails. Hopping that he can enjoy the things around him as well the Noun - Plural . He does help

out Monster and Character here and there with the store and home life. Knowing injuries and other things

can effect Noun and Noun intake or help calm worries and or Noun - Plural over

something silly.
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